THERE ARE 4 WAYS TO FULFILL THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR EXCHANGE AT CBS:

1. You study or studied in an English speaking country* and you hold one of the following:
   - a school leaving certificate showing fully completed secondary school education
   - a bachelor degree certificate showing fully taught in English
   - an ongoing bachelor or graduate degree certificate showing fully taught in English

2. You have passed a secondary school level in an EU / EEA country that fulfills the Danish English level A. (See more under: “EU/EEA exams that fulfill the requirement” here.)

3. You study or studied in a Scandinavian country ** and you hold one of the following:
   - a secondary school education diploma
   - a bachelor degree certificate
   - an ongoing bachelor or graduate degree certificate

4. You have achieved the minimum result in one of the English language proficiency tests accepted by CBS:
   - Cambridge Certificate of Advanced English (CAE): minimum result of 185
   - Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE): minimum result of 185
   - IELTS Academic Test: minimum result of 7.0
   - TOEFL iBT: minimum result of 94

* Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, Singapore, India, South Africa, UK, or USA

** Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark